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Abstract

Both propositional and relational learning algorithms

require a good representation to perform well in prac-

tice. Usually such a representation is either engi-

neered manually by domain experts or derived auto-

matically by means of so-called constructive induction.

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) algorithms put a

somewhat less burden on the data engineering e�ort

as they allow for a structured, relational representa-

tion of background knowledge. In chemical and en-

gineering domains, a common representational device

for graph-like structures are so-called non-determinate

relations. Manually engineered features in such do-

mains typically test for or count occurrences of spe-

ci�c substructures having speci�c properties. How-

ever, representations containing non-determinate rela-

tions pose a serious e�ciency problem for most stan-

dard ILP algorithms. Therefore, we have devised a

stochastic algorithm to automatically derive features

from non-determinate background knowledge. The

algorithm conducts a top-down search for �rst-order

clauses, where each clause represents a binary feature.

These features are used instead of the non-determinate

relations in a subsequent induction step. In contrast

to comparable algorithms search is not class-blind and

there are no arbitrary size restrictions imposed on can-

didate clauses. An empirical investigation in three

chemical domains supports the validity and usefulness

of the proposed algorithm.

Introduction

A very large number of algorithms require a proposi-

tional representation, whereas many real-world learn-

ing problems are essentially relational. To bridge this

gap, various researchers (e.g., (Lavrac and D�zeroski

1994)) have proposed a transformational approach.

This type of transformation is called propositionaliza-

tion.

Propositionalization is also a necessity for types

of background knowledge that even full-edged ILP

learners cannot handle e�ciently, namely background

knowledge containing non-determinate literals. Liter-

als are non-determinate if they introduce new variables

that can be bound in several alternative ways. Non-

determinate literals often introduce additional parts of

a structure like adjacent nodes in a graph. (Other

examples are "part-of"-predicates.) Non-determinate

background knowledge poses a serious problem for

greedy hill-climbing search, since non-determinate lit-

erals in themselves do not provide any gain. On

the other hand, complete search needs some arbitrary

length restriction on clauses to make induction prac-

tical due to the extremely large search spaces encoun-

tered otherwise. Current solutions either rely on man-

ually engineered features or employ solutions based on

look-ahead, for instance by so-called relational cliches

(Silverstein and Pazzani 1991).

In general, full equivalence between the original and

the transformed problem can only be achieved for cer-

tain subsets of �rst-order logic and certain types of

background knowledge ((Lavrac and D�zeroski 1994),

(Cohen 1994), (Cohen 1996)). But even if an equiva-

lent transformation exists theoretically, its size (mea-

sured as the number of propositional features gener-

ated) is usually huge in most interesting application

domains. Thus, any subsequent propositional learner

will need to employ some form of feature subset selec-

tion. So for pragmatic reasons we should not expect

the transformed problem to be equivalent to the orig-

inal problem. Note that such a transformation may

also be viewed as a kind of constructive induction, i.e.,

as a representational change for improved learning per-

formance.

It should be clear that the problems of propositional-

ization and of concept learning are not the same, even

if there are similarities in the solutions to these prob-

lems. Firstly, constructing new features should best be

viewed as a preparatory step prior to learning. Propo-

sitional learning algorithms heavily rely on \good" fea-

tures. Secondly, most learning tasks involve solving the

set-cover problem. During feature construction we do

not have to bother about coverage. Rather, we have

to strive for features that help to create useful parti-

tions of the instance space. Thirdly, concept learning

is supervised, while feature construction can be super-

vised or unsupervised (concept formation). Fourthly,

in practice we often know some expert-provided fea-

tures (such as the so-called \Hansch attributes" or



procedure stochastic propositionalization (Target;

NrGenerations;NrClauses;NrClausesToReplace

NrParentClauses)

Input:

Target: literal with target

predicate

NrGenerations: number of steps to be

performed

NrClauses: number of clauses

in the "population"

NrClausesToReplace: number of clauses to

be replaced from the set

of best clauses in

each step

NrParentClauses: number of parent clauses

to keep

Output:

BestClauses: set of clauses

corresponding to binary

features

BestClauses 

randomly refine parent clauses(NrClauses;

fTarget : � trueg)

ParentClauses 

select best parent clauses(NrParentClauses�1;

BestClauses)

[fTarget : � trueg

for i 2 to NrGenerations do

CurrentClauses 

randomly remove clauses(NrClausesToReplace;

BestClauses)

/*

Randomly remove clauses from the set of

best clauses, with a probability

proportional to the inverse of the

fitness of the respective clause.

*/

NewClauses 

randomly refine parent clauses(

NrClausesToReplace; ParentClauses)

CurrentClauses CurrentClauses [NewClauses

ParentClauses 

select best parent clauses(NrParentClauses�1;

ParentClauses n fTarget :� trueg[NewClauses)

[fTarget : � trueg

if fitness(CurrentClauses) >

fitness(BestClauses) then

BestClauses CurrentClauses

return BestClauses

end procedure

Figure 1: Pseudocode of the algorithm for stochastic

propositionalization.

\structural alerts" in toxicology), and we are interested

in �nding features that complement them. This is also

speci�c to propositionalization.

Since we have to select from a large number of fea-

tures, we have to specify preferences. We used the

following constraints that should be ful�lled by fea-

tures constructed from background knowledge. The

constructed features should be

� (C1) not too speci�c and not too general.

� (C2) not too complex. (So they have at least a po-

tential for being comprehensible.)

� (C3) di�erent from one another.

� (C4) di�erent from existing, expert-provided fea-

tures.

In the next section we describe a new algorithm

for propositionalization which implements relatively

straight-forward solutions to the above requirements.

In section 3, we will present a experimental results from

chemical domains. In section 4, we will review related

work. Section 5 is devoted to discussion.

Description of the Method

In this section we describe a new algorithm for propo-

sitionalization. The algorithm stochastically conducts

a top-down search for �rst-order clauses, where each

clause represents a binary feature. It di�ers from ex-

isting algorithms in that its search is not class-blind,

and that it is capable of considering clauses (\context")

of arbitrary length (size).

First we give a brief overview of the algorithm as it is

described in Figure 1. In the following, the algorithm

will be referred to as SP.

The algorithm maintains three sets of clauses. One

set (CurrentClauses) contains the clauses of the cur-

rent generation. This set (of �xed size NrClauses)

is developed over a prede�ned number of generations

(NrGenerations). Another set of what we will call

\parent clauses" (ParentClauses) contains the clauses

which are the basis for specializations. The third set

(BestClauses) is simply the set of the best clauses

found so far.

The algorithm proceeds in the following way: in

each step, the set of CurrentClauses is obtained

by stochastically removing the NrClausesToReplace

clauses from the set of best clauses so far. Note

that the starting point for re�nements is always

the best theory so far, which is intended to focus

search. The probability of removing a clause is pro-

portional to 1=fitness(Clause) (the �tness function

is de�ned below). The same number of clauses,

NrClausesToReplace, is generated stochastically in

each step, and added to the set of current clauses. Af-

ter that, the current set of clauses is compared with the

best set of clauses so far. If the current set is better

than the best set so far, it is remembered as the new

best set so far. After NrGenerations generations of

clauses, the best set of clauses up to then is returned.



procedure randomly re�ne parent clauses (

NrNewClauses; ParentClauses)

Input:

NrNewClauses: number of new clauses to

be generated as refinements

of some of the given parent

clauses

ParentClauses: clauses used as basis for

refinements

Output:

NewClauses: newly generated clauses

NewClauses fg

for i 1 to NrNewClauses do

ParentClause 

randomly select parent clause(ParentClauses)

/*

Selects a parent clause with a probability

proportional to the expected fitness

of all possible refinements.

*/

NewClause 

randomly refine clause(ParentClause)

/*

Selects a refinement of the chosen parent

clause with a probability proportional to

the fitness of the resulting clause.

*/

NewClauses NewClauses[fNewClauseg

return NewClauses

end procedure

Figure 2: Pseudocode of the procedure for random re-

�nements of given parent clauses.

Every newly generated clause is a candidate for be-

ing a parent clause, but only a subset of parent clauses

is actually kept. The reason for this is that the chance

of selecting a good parent clause decreases with an in-

crease in the number of parent clauses. Only those

candidate parent clauses with the best expected �t-

ness of re�nements are kept. In contrast to all other

parent clauses, the most general clause can never be

discarded. This enables recovery from too many overly

speci�c clauses in the population.

The algorithm that generates new clauses can be

found in Figure 2: it randomly selects a parent from

the set of potential parents with a probability propor-

tional to the expected �tness of all possible re�nements.

Subsequently, a literal is selected for re�ning the cho-

sen parent clause with a probability proportional to the

�tness of the resulting clause. The re�nement operator

is de�ned based on schemata (Blockeel and DeRaedt

fitness(cl) =

1

c clause(cl) + c errors(cl)

(1)

c clause(cl) =

X

l

i

2cl

c sel(1; poss(i)) (2)

c errors(cl) = cj c sel(eoc(cl); ce(cl)) + (3)

cj c sel(eoo(cl); ne(cl))

c sel(E;N ) = N � entropy(E;N )

entropy(E;N ) = �(plog(E=N ) +

plog(1 �E=N ))

plog(P ) =

�

0 if P=0

P � log

2

(P ) otherwise

cj c sel(E;N ) = log

�

(

E

X

i=0

�

N

i

�

) + c (4)

Figure 3: De�nition of the coding cost of a clause and

its error on the training data

1997).

The de�nition of the �tness of a clause is shown in

Figure 3. The �tness (1) is based on the Minimum

Description Length (MDL) principle (Rissanen 1978).

This principle allows taking into account a model's ac-

curacy and its complexity simultaneously. The key

idea is to measure the joint cost of coding a model

(in our case a clause) and of coding the data in terms

of that model. The main motivation for employing

an MDL-based measure is the need for a penalty for

overly complex clauses. The coding cost of a clause (2)

is the sum of the coding costs of the selections made

from all possible re�nements while building the clause.

In (2), poss(i) is the number of possible re�nements

when selecting literal l

i

. The coding cost of the errors

(3) uses an encoding of selections of subsets of a set

that is due to Cameron-Jones (Quinlan 1994). In (3),

eoc(cl) is the number of errors of commission of the

clause in question, and eoo(cl) is the number of errors

of omission. ce(cl) is the number of examples covered

by the clause, and ne(cl) is the number of examples

that are not covered by the clause. So, negative exam-

ples covered by a clause are encoded as well as positive

examples not covered. Basically, the Cameron-Jones

encoding (4) maps the respective subsets to integers,

such that subsets of the same size have the same coding

length. This coding scheme is quite redundant, but it

has the nice property that the coding length increases



monotonically with the number of errors.

The expected �tness of a parent clause is obtained

by evaluating all possible re�nements r

i

of the parent

clause p. Given that the re�nements are selected pro-

portional to their �tness, the expected �tness can be

calculated as follows:

exp: fitness(p) =

P

r

i

2refinements(p)

fitness(r

i

)

2

P

r

i

2refinements(p)

fitness(r

i

)

Sets of clauses are evaluated in the following way:

we construct a decision table using all binary features

corresponding to the given clauses, and apply it to the

training set. The accuracy �gure obtained in this way

is used as a quality estimate for the respective sets of

clauses. The rationale for this procedure is as follows:

a decision table is the most extreme way of combin-

ing all features for generating a global partitioning all

of examples. Sets of features of strong discriminatory

ability should lead to decision tables exhibiting small

resubstitution error.

The overall approach would not work, if the clauses

in the population were the same extensionally. In other

words, there would be no \division of labour" among

the clauses (C3). (This is also the motivation for

the universal su�rage selection algorithm presented in

(Giordana et al. 1994).) We took a simple extension-

driven approach to solve this problem: the algorithm

only considers those re�nements that yield clauses with

an extension di�erent from the extensions of clauses

in the current population. The extension only has to

di�er in one example to make it di�erent. This (ex-

tensional) restriction can also be used to enforce the

construction of features that are di�erent from expert-

provided features (C4). As expert-provided features

are a form of established knowledge, the extension-

driven approach enables discoveries: the new features

have to complement the existing ones.

Finally, the rest of the above constraints are ad-

dressed: C1 is realized by parameters for required

minimum and maximum coverage of clauses. C2

requires restrictions concerning the complexity of

clauses. First, we restrict the maximum number of

variables of certain user-de�ned types, as the number

of variables is crucial for the comprehensibility and for

the feasibility of search in general. Second, no negation

is used in the clauses, since it often is detrimental to

comprehensibility.

Experimental Results

In the following experiments, we applied C4.5 (Quinlan

1993) in the learning step after propositionalization.

Family Domain

We conducted experiments in the family domain

(Quinlan 1990) with the relations son(A,B) and

niece(A,B). Although the family domain is determi-

nate, it helped us see which things work and which do

not.

SP consistently found correct solutions for both rela-

tions. (Correct in the sense that the subsequent learn-

ing step induced 100% accurate theories.) However,

due to the probabilistic nature of the algorithm, there

is no guarantee for that. These are a few features found

for the relation son(A,B):

new_f1(A, B) :- father(B, A),

brother(A, _).

new_f2(A, B) :- mother(B, A),

husband(A, _).

new_f3(A, B) :- nephew(A, C),

brother(B, C).

Note that the predicate male is not available, so that

the algorithm tries to approximate it by brother(A, ),

husband(A, ) and nephew(A, C). These features are

not as trivial as it may seem. They are all more spe-

ci�c than the target concept, but together they are suf-

�cient to learn it correctly. For niece, SP generates

features like aunt(B, A) and daughter(A, ).

Since the family domain is very simple, all the

work is already done in the propositionalization step.

In most real-world domains, however, the chance of

�nding the correct concept during propositionaliza-

tion is very small. So usually the work is divided by

the propositionalization algorithm and by the subse-

quently applied learning algorithm.

Experiments in Three Chemical Domains

We conducted experiments in three chemical domains

to validate the usefulness of the approach. In the �rst

domain, the goal is to predict whether or not a chemi-

cal is mutagenic, i.e., if it is harmful to DNA. (For de-

tails see (Srinivasan et al. 1994) and (Srinivasan et al.

1995)). We used the dataset containing 188 instances

(compounds) and performed 10-fold cross-validation.

In the second domain, we are trying to predict the

half-rate of surface water aerobic aqueous biodegra-

dation in hours (D�zeroski and Kompare 1995). The

class to learn is whether this quantity exceeds a cer-

tain threshold. The dataset contains 62 chemicals, and

we performed 6-fold cross-validation in our tests. The

third database, provided by King and Srinivasan (King

and Srinivasan 1997), contains information about the

carcinogenicity of 330 compounds, as classi�ed by the

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

(NIEHS). The NIEHS has classi�ed these chemicals

as non-carcinogenic, equivocal and carcinogenic. Here,

we performed 5-fold cross-validation. Note that the re-

sults here cannot be compared with those in (Kramer

et al. 1997), because we use all 330 compounds in-

cluding those of the �rst round of the so-called predic-

tive toxicology evaluation (PTE-1), and furthermore

we apply the algorithms not to a three-class problem,

but to a two-class problem (equivocals are counted as

non-carcinogenic).



Mutag. Acc. Mean (�) Biod. Acc. Mean (�) Carc. Acc. Mean (�)

SP+C4.5 0.89 (0.06) 0.71 (0.12) 0.65 (0.06)

ProgolFC+C4.5 0.80 (0.10) 0.64 (0.15) 0.46 (0.06)

C4.5 0.89 (0.07) 0.78 (0.21) 0.65 (0.02)

Progol r. BK 0.70 (0.10) 0.55 (0.16) 0.43 (0.07)

Progol f. BK 0.89 (?) 0.59 (0.15) 0.63 (?)

Table 1: Performance of the compared methods in three chemical domains in terms of predictive accuracy

Mutagenicity Biodegradability Carcinogenicity

Tree size # features Tree size # features Tree size # features

SP+C4.5 11.4 10 4 10 14.6 15

ProgolFC+C4.5 14.5 20 5.8 6.5 59 52.4

C4.5 29 � 16.3 � 50 �

Table 2: Performance of the compared methods in three chemical domains in terms of complexity and the number

of constructed features. Note that the number of features constructed by SP is a parameter of the algorithm.

All these data are described at the atom and bond

level, i.e., the chemical structure of a compound is de-

scribed by the atoms it contains (the relation atm) and

by a speci�cation of the bonds between the atoms (the

relation bond). (Both relations are used in the example

below.) Atoms are characterized by the element, the

atom type according to the molecular modeling pack-

age QUANTA, and the partial charges. The bonds

are de�ned as relations between atoms, and also have

types (according to QUANTA).

In the experiments, we compared SP with the cur-

rently only other general method for propositionaliza-

tion of non-determinate background knowledge that

has been presented in (Srinivasan and King 1996).

This method constructs features based on hypotheses

returned by Progol (Muggleton 1995). For each clause,

each input-output connected subset of literals is used

to de�ne a feature. In the following, we will refer to

that method as ProgolFC (Progol feature construc-

tion). After propositionalization through ProgolFC,

we applied C4.5.

The second major reference method is C4.5 run on

manually engineered feature provided by a domain ex-

pert. The manually engineered features have been de-

�ned by one of the authors, who is an expert in toxicol-

ogy. The basis for these features was a Prolog program

de�ning functional groups provided by Srinivasan and

King. We re�ned and extended these de�nitions to ob-

tain a high level description of the chemicals in terms

of features, each feature counting the occurrences of a

type of some functional group.

The parameter of SP were set as follows in the ex-

periments: NrGenerations = 100, NrClauses = 10

(for carcinogenicity NrClauses = 15),

NrClausesToReplace = 2, and NrParentClauses =

20 (for carcinogenicity NrParentClauses = 25).

In Table 1, we summarize the accuracy results of

the compared methods in the three domains. In

all three domains, SP+C4.5 performed better than

ProgolFC+C4.5

1

, the only other general-purpose al-

gorithm for propositionalization. The di�erences are

signi�cant in the mutagenicity and the carcinogenic-

ity domain, but not in the biodegradability domain.

For biodegradability, only the di�erences between the

best and the worst results are signi�cant. This do-

main may be the hardest domain for relational learn-

ing algorithms and algorithms for propositionalization,

because it contains relatively few, structurally diverse

examples.

The entries for 'Progol r. BK' are the accuracies

achieved by Progol theories given only relational back-

ground knowledge. These theories are the basis for

the subsequent feature construction by ProgolFC. The

entries for 'Progol f. BK' are the results by Progol

with the full available background knowledge, includ-

ing global features describing the molecule such as the

molecular weight. The results for mutagenicity and for

carcinogenicity have been taken from (Srinivasan et al.

1995) and (King and Srinivasan 1997), respectively.

In general, the reason for the performance of Pro-

golFC is that it heavily relies on the quality of the Pro-

gol theories induced from relational background knowl-

edge only. As can be seen in Table 1 as well (in the

entries for 'Progol r. BK'), the accuracies of these

theories are quite low. Progol seems to be unable to

�nd compressive clauses given this kind of background

knowledge.

Another major observation is that SP-constructed

features are competitive with the expert-provided fea-

tures in two of the three domains. Actually, they

perform equally well for carcinogenicity and for mu-

tagenicity. Biodegradability is the only domain where

SP+C4.5 is worse than C4.5 with expert-provided fea-

tures.

1

Note, however, that ProgolFC is targeted at construct-

ing features for multiple linear regression and does perform

well in that context.



Table 2 shows the results of the methods in these

domains with respect to complexity. The sizes of

the learned decision trees and the number of gener-

ated features are averaged over the cross-validation

folds. SP constructs a �xed number of features (this

is a user-speci�ed parameter), whereas ProgolFC con-

structs features depending on the theories returned by

Progol. In two of the three domains, SP constructs

less features than ProgolFC. When looking at the tree

sizes, SP's features tend to allow for the formulation

of the most compact trees. Surprisingly, even the trees

induced with expert-provided features are larger.

Obviously, the de�nitions of the generated features

increase the overall complexity of a theory, but the

features usually are of reasonable size. An example of

a clause de�ning a feature in the mutagenicity domain

looks like this:

new_f4(A) :- atm(A, B, _, 27, _),

bond(A, B, C, _),

atm(A, C, _, 29, _).

This means that an atom of type 29 occurs connected

to an atom of type 27, where types 27 and 29 designate

di�erent kinds of aromatic carbon atoms.

Summing up, SP appears to construct features that

allow for the formulation of small and accurate deci-

sion trees. Features are constructed automatically, and

yet are of a quality comparable to the one of expert-

provided features.

Related Work

In this section we briey review related work on propo-

sitionalization and stochastic search in machine learn-

ing and Inductive Logic Programming.

LINUS (Lavrac and D�zeroski 1994) was the �rst

system to transform a relational representation into a

propositional representation. The hypothesis language

of LINUS is restricted to function-free constrained

DHDB (deductive hierarchical database) clauses. This

implies that no recursion is allowed, and that no new

variables may be introduced.

DINUS (Lavrac and D�zeroski 1994) weakens the lan-

guage bias of LINUS so that the system can learn

clauses with a restricted form of new variables, namely

determinate variables. This allows for the same trans-

formation approach as the one taken in LINUS.

Cohen (Cohen 1994) introduces a new restriction

on non-determinate free variables called \locality con-

straint". This can be thought of in terms of schemata

or clich�es (Silverstein and Pazzani 1991) of literals.

Newly introduced non-determinate variables may only

be reused in literals within the same instantiated

schema or clich�e.

Turney (Turney 1995) described a special purpose

program for translating the \trains" problem of the

East-West challenge into a propositional representa-

tion. Zucker and Ganascia (Zucker and Ganascia 1996)

proposed to decompose structured examples into sev-

eral learning examples, which are descriptions of parts

of what they call the \natural example". Cohen (Co-

hen 1996) introduced the notion of \set-valued fea-

tures", which can be used to transform certain types

of background knowledge.

Geibel and Wysotzki (Geibel and Wysotzki 1996)

propose a method for feature construction in a graph-

based representation. The features are obtained

through �xed-length paths in the neighborhood of a

node in the graph. The constructed features are ei-

ther \context-dependent node attributes of depth n" or

\context dependent edge attributes of depth n". This

method is restricted to graphs, and using �xed-length

paths obviously becomes prohibitive for large n.

Srinivasan and King (Srinivasan and King 1996) pre-

sented a method for feature construction based on hy-

potheses returned by Progol (Muggleton 1995). For

each clause, each input-output connected subset of lit-

erals is used to de�ne a feature. In contrast to all

previously discussed methods, this method works for

all types of background knowledge.

In contrast to SP, REGAL (Giordana et al. 1994) is

a concept learning algorithm. It is a full-edged genetic

algorithm. REGAL's universal su�rage selection algo-

rithm is the �rst extension-driven approach to stochas-

tic search in machine learning.

MILP (Kova�ci�c 1994) is an ILP algorithm that per-

forms stochastic search for single clauses to overcome

the myopic behavior of greedy search. The outer

loop of the algorithm employs the more conventional

separate-and-conquer strategy.

In principle, SP is capable of exploring features of

arbitrary length, but in practice the constraints are

strong enough to keep search focused. The only other

algorithm capable of e�ciently exploring arbitrary-

length features is STILL (Sebag and Rouveirol 1997).

Interestingly, STILL is also a stochastic algorithm, but

stochastic search is applied in a totally di�erent man-

ner in STILL, namely in the matching phase between

features and examples. STILL also uses a totally di�er-

ent representation, which e�ectively yields black-box

classi�ers instead of intelligible features.

SUBDUE (Cook and Holder 1994) is an MDL-based

algorithm for substructure discovery in graphs. It dif-

fers from SP in that its search is class-blind, and that it

basically performs a beam search (the current clauses

are the parent clauses of the next generation).

Discussion

There are quite a few design decisions in SP that at

�rst glance might seem ad-hoc. In the following we will

explain some of these decisions. First of all stochas-

tic search is an e�ective compromise between two ex-

tremes, namely greedy search and exhaustive search.

Whereas the former considers too few clauses, the lat-

ter is overwhelmed by too many of those. Stochastic

search is a little less myopic than greedy search while

still being tractable.



Search in SP proceeds in a top-down fashion, be-

cause better control seems possible when simple clauses

are generated �rst. A similar approach in a bottom-up

fashion would have to apply feature subset selection

rigorously from an early stage on.

The parent generation is kept separately from the

children generation as both roles rely on di�erent eval-

uation criteria. Whereas parent clauses are judged by

the estimated �tness of their possible children, child

clauses are judged by their actual own �tness. Obvi-

ously a good \child" (i.e. a good feature) need not be

a good \parent" (i.e. a good source for re�nement), as

there may not exist better re�nements of an already

good feature. Vice versa, clauses with a bad actual �t-

ness may lead to excellent re�nements, therefore their

expected �tness values can still qualify them as good

parent clauses.

Feature search must necessarily take into account

the extensions of features both prede�ned and con-

structed, as otherwise identical features could not be

prevented from entering a generation. Such features

would lead to unwanted redundancy and would occupy

valuable space in a generation which is of limited size.

The chance of probabilistically selecting a good par-

ent decreases with an ever increasing number of parent

clauses, therefore we restrict the set of parent clauses to

a small set of clauses of high expected �tness. The only

exception to this rule is the most general clause, which

will never be discarded, no matter how bad its expected

�tness value might be. Re�nements of this clause en-

able recovery from sets of overly complex clauses.

The type of search used in SP is not a genetic algo-

rithm in the strict sense, since no cross-over operator

is de�ned and since the re�nement operator is a rather

restricted formof mutation allowing only for specializa-

tions. Still, the presented search algorithm de�nitely

belongs to the wider range of evolutionary algorithms

and therefore shares some of their properties. For in-

stance, it can be viewed as a kind of \anytime" algo-

rithm: the user can choose the currently best set of

features and quit the search. On the other hand, evo-

lutionary algorithms tend to be computationally ex-

pensive, and our specialized search algorithm is no ex-

ception to this general rule. Its total runtimes for con-

structing a reasonable number of feature generations,

translating the examples using the best features, and

the subsequent induction step are of the same order as

the runtimes reported for the Progol system (Muggle-

ton 1995).

Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we presented a stochastic approach to

propositionalization of relational background knowl-

edge. In summary, the approach appears to construct

features that allow for the formulation of small and ac-

curate decision trees. In experiments in three chemical

domains, the constructed features exhibited a quality

comparable to manually engineered features.

One can envision transforming SP into a full-edged

self-contained ILP algorithm capable of inducing com-

plete theories. The necessary changes would include a

built-in bias towards clauses with a high coverage of

positive examples and the addition of a noise-handling

mechanism.

Currently, there exists no fully worked-out theory

of propositionalization in general and of the stochas-

tic approach in particular. For the set-valued feature

approach, (Cohen 1996) employed Blum's in�nite at-

tribute model (Blum 1992) as a theoretical basis. We

conjecture that this model could serve as a basis for

certain other types of propositionalization as well.
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